We describe how the kinematic consistency relations satisfied by density correlations of the largescale structures of the Universe can be derived within the usual Newtonian framework. These relations express a kinematic effect and show how the (ℓ + n)-density correlation factors in terms of the n-point correlation and ℓ linear power spectrum factors, in the limit where the ℓ soft wave numbers become linear and much smaller than the n other wave numbers. We show how these relations extend to multi-fluid cases. These consistency relations are not equivalent to the Galilean invariance nor to the equivalence principle, as both can be violated and the relations remain valid. We describe how these relations are due to a weak form of scale separation and that a detection of their violation would indicate non-Gaussian initial conditions or a modification of gravity that does not converge to General Relativity on large scales.
I. INTRODUCTION
The large-scale structure of the Universe is the main probe of the recent evolution of the Universe and of the properties of still mysterious components such as dark matter and dark energy. Unfortunately, even without considering the very complex processes of galaxy and star formation and focusing on the large-scale properties where gravity is the dominant driver, theoretical progress is difficult. Large scales can be described by standard perturbative approaches [1, 2] , which can be improved to some degree by using resummation schemes [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] . However, these methods cannot reach the truly nonlinear regime where shell-crossing effects become important [12] [13] [14] . Small scales are studied through numerical simulations or phenomenological models [15] that rely on informations gained through these simulations. However, these scales are very difficult to model with a high accuracy, even with simulations, because of the complexities of galaxy formation processes and feedback effects such as AGN and supernovae outflows [16] [17] [18] [19] . Therefore, exact results that do not depend on the small-scale nonlinear physics are very important.
Such results have been recently obtained [20] following the knowledge and methods developed in studies of the inflation era. Using the diffeomorphism invariance of General Relativity, one can express the bispectrum of the curvature fluctuations ζ in the squeezed limit (where one wave number becomes very small) in terms of a product of the linear soft-mode power spectrum with the possibly nonlinear hard-mode power spectrum [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] . Recently, [26] used this approach to study these "consistency relations" and obtained their expression in the non-relativistic limit that is relevant for current surveys of large-scale structures. The great advantage of these relations is that they remain valid independently of the small-scale physics, which can be highly nonlinear and involve astrophysical processes such as star formation and supernovae outflows.
These relations have also been obtained within a Newtonian framework [27] [28] [29] [30] . Indeed, it should not be necessary to go through the relativistic approach to obtain the final non-relativistic limit. As nicely described in [26] , within the context of General Relativity and for standard scenarios, these consistency relations follow from the equivalence principle. This ensures that small-scale structures are transported without distortions by largescale fluctuations, which at leading order correspond to a constant gravitational force over the extent of the smallscale region. Thus, these kinematic consistency relations express a kinematic effect and describe how small scales are transported with time by large scale gravitational forces. This paper has two main goals. First, we wish to obtain a simple and more explicit derivation (without using the single-stream approximation) in the non-relativistic framework that is most often used for studies of largescale structures. This also provides a generalization to an arbitrary number of soft wave numbers and fluid components. Second, this simple and explicit derivation allows us to distinguish which ingredients are required for their validity. In particular, it provides a clear framework to check that that these consistency relations are not equivalent with the Galilean invariance nor with the equivalence principle. Nevertheless, most realistic models, which satisfy both properties on large scales (including most modified-gravity models) also satisfy the weak scale-separation property that guarantees the consistency relations.
This paper is organized as follows. We first derive the consistency relations in Sec. II, within a very general framework based on Gaussian initial conditions, using an assumption of scale separation (which states that large-scale fluctuations have an almost uniform impact on small-scale structures). We also generalize these relations to an arbitrary number of soft wave numbers and to cases with several fluid components. Next, we discuss in Sec. III the conditions of validity of these consistency relations. In particular, we show how they arise from a weak form of scale separation, which is satisfied in the standard cosmological scenario but also in most modifiedgravity models. We also explain that this property is not equivalent to the Galilean invariance nor to the equivalence principle. We conclude in Sec. IV.
II. CONSISTENCY RELATIONS FOR DENSITY FIELD CORRELATIONS A. Correlation and response functions
Let us consider a system fully determined by a field ϕ(x), which may be for instance the initial condition of a dynamical system [in our case ϕ will be the Fourier-space linear density contrastδ L0 (k) today]. We also consider quantities {ρ 1 , .., ρ n } that are functionals of the field ϕ [in our case ρ i will be the Fourier-space nonlinear density contrastδ(k i , t i ) at wave number k i and time t i ]. Then, general relations between correlation functions and response functions can be obtained from integrations by parts [31, 32] . Thus, considering the Gaussian case where the statistical properties of the field ϕ(x) are defined by its two-point correlation C 0 (x 1 , x 2 ) = ϕ(x 1 )ϕ(x 2 ) , the mixed correlations can be written as the Gaussian average 
Therefore, we can write Eq.(1) as
where we made ℓ integrations by parts. This gives the relation
between the correlation C ℓ,n and the response function R ℓ,n defined by
In the cosmological context, working in Fourier space, we take ϕ as the linear matter density contrast today, δ L0 (k ′ ), and ρ i as the nonlinear density contrastδ(k i , t i ) at wave number k i and time t i , where δ = (ρ − ρ)/ρ. [The system is fully defined byδ L0 because we assume that the linear decaying mode has had time to become negligible, so that ϕ also specifies the initial conditioñ δ LI = D + (t I )δ L0 at the initial time t I → 0, where D + (t) is the linear growth rate.] Then, the linear correlation function is
where P L0 is the linear matter power spectrum, with the inverse
Thus, if the wave numbers {k
where
and
In this paper, we denote all wave numbers associated with the initial fieldδ L0 or soft wave numbers with a prime.
B. Consistency relations
Turning to a Lagrangian point of view, matter particles follow trajectories x(q, t) labeled by their initial (Lagrangian) coordinate q. The conservation of matter means that (1+δ)dx = dq, and the Fourier-space density contrast also writes as
where we discarded a Dirac factor that does not contribute for k = 0. Therefore, the density-contrast response functions write as
where we introduced the displacement field Ψ(q, t) = x(q, t) − q. Let us first consider the case ℓ = 1, where Eq.(12) reads as
We now assume that, if we look at a fixed region of size L and volume V = L 3 , a perturbation to the initial conditionsδ L0 at a larger-scale linear wave number k ′ ≪ 1/L gives rise to an almost uniform displacement of the smallsize region, at leading order over (k ′ L). Thus, we write
where we integrate over a volume V centered on q. Next, in the limit k ′ → 0 we can take for instance L ∼ 1/ √ k ′ so that the size L also goes to infinity (while keeping much smaller than 1/k ′ ). Then, we also assume that on large scales we recover the linear theory,
so that Eq. (14) implies
On the other hand, the conservation of matter can also be expressed through the continuity equation,
where τ = dt/a is the conformal time and v the peculiar velocity (v = dx/dτ = dΨ/dτ ). At linear order this gives
The linear growth rate of the density contrast D + (τ ) (which we normalize to unity today) does not depend on scale in the standard Λ-CDM cosmology, but this is no longer true in some modified-gravity scenarios. Therefore, we include a possible k-dependence for completeness. Substituting into Eq.(16) we obtain
where we note with the overbar the low-k limit of the linear growth rate,D + (τ ) = D + (0, τ ). We postpone to Sec. III a more explicit derivation of Eq.(19) than the intuitive argument (14) , as well as the discussion of its validity, because we first wish to show how consistency relations for arbitrary numbers of soft wave numbers and fluid components follow from this property. Then, using the expression (19) in Eq. (13), we obtain
Thus, the prefactor generated by the functional derivative in Eq.(13) has a deterministic large-scale limit, which does not depend on the initial conditions, and the statistical average gives [compare with Eq.(11)]
Substituting into Eq.(8) we obtain
Here and in the following, the prime in .. ′ denotes that we removed the Dirac factor δ D ( k i ) from the correlation functions.
The result (22) can be extended at once to ℓ ≥ 2. In- (12) generates a constant prefactor, given by Eq.(19), which is not affected by the next derivatives. This yields
where the soft wave numbers must satisfy the condition k
with the condition k
Thus, Eq.(25) shows how the density correlation functions δ 1 ..δ ℓ+n factorize when ℓ wave numbers are within the linear regime and become very small as compared with the fixed n other wave numbers. This generalizes to ℓ ≥ 2 the consistency relations obtained in previous works [26] [27] [28] .
We can check that the formula (25) is self-consistent, that is, when we first let ℓ wave numbers go to zero, and next decrease the ℓ + 1 wave number, we recover the expression (25) where we directly take ℓ + 1 soft wave numbers. Indeed, the results obtained from the two procedures differ by terms of the form (k
that are negligible with respect to the terms of the form
However, the general expression (25) is not a mere consequence of the iterated use of the equation at ℓ = 1. Indeed, the iterative procedure only applies when there is a strong hierarchy between the soft wave numbers, k (25) is also valid when the soft wave numbers are of the same order.
The remarkable property of these relations is that they do not require the hard wave numbers k i in Eq. (25) to be in the linear or perturbative regime. In particular, they still apply when these high wave numbers k i are in the highly nonlinear regime governed by shell-crossing effects and affected by baryon processes such as star formation and cooling. The only requirement is the "scaleseparation" property (14)- (19) , which states that long wavelength fluctuations have a uniform impact on smallscale structures, which are merely transported by the large-scale velocity flow without deformation, at leading order in the ratio of scales. We discuss in more details the derivation and the meaning of this property in Sec. III below.
In the lowest order case, ℓ = 1 and n = 2, this gives
where we introduced the bispectrum defined by
C. Multi-component case
The results obtained in the previous section also apply to cases where there are several fluids, when their large-scale linear growth rates are identical. Thus, let us consider N fluids, which may interact with each other and with gravity (which may be "modified" for instance through additional scalar fields that mediate a fifth force). Then, each fluid (α) satisfies its own continuity equation,
We again assume that decaying or subdominant linear modes have had time to become negligible with respect to the fastest growing mode, so that we can define the initial conditions by a single fieldδ L0 (k) and in the linear regime we havẽ
(The k dependence arises if we consider modified-gravity scenarios.) The normalization ofδ L0 is arbitrary and it is not necessarily equal to one of the density contrasts or to the total density contrast. As in Eq. (18), each linear displacement field obeys
Then, we can follow the derivation presented in Sec. II B. The only critical point is the assumption (14) , which states that a large-scale perturbation ofδ L0 leads to a uniform displacement. It is clear that this requires the large-scale growing modesD 
so that a distant large-scale perturbation does not give rise to a local relative velocity between the different fluids. [An alternative is for the different fluids to be independent (i.e., they are determined by the same initial conditions but do not interact), so that we only need each fluid to respond by its own uniform displacement. In the cosmological context, because all fluids interact through gravity, we only have the possibility (31) .] The large-scale common limit (31) is satisfied in most cosmological scenarios, for instance when we consider dark matter and baryons in a Λ-CDM universe [10, 33] . Indeed, on large scales the dominant force is gravity, which acts in the same fashion on all particle species thanks to the equivalence principle, and we recover the same linear growing mode that is driven by the gravitational instability. Effects due to different initial velocities correspond to decaying modes, which we neglect throughout this paper. Therefore, in practice the condition (31) is not a serious limitation, it would break down if we consider for instance modified-gravity models that do not converge to General Relativity on large scales, see Sec. III C below. Then, Eq.(24) becomes
As in Eq. (25) , this may also be written as
.
Thus, our approach provides a straightforward generalization to the multi-fluid case. The constraint (31) agrees with Ref. [30] , who also find that the usual consistency relations no longer hold when there is a large-scale velocity bias and the linear growth rates of the various fluids are different. This is also clear from the fact that these consistency relations express a kinematic effect, that is, how small-scale structures are moved about by large-scale modes. Then, new terms arise when different fluids respond in different fashions to large-scale modes [30] .
III. CONDITIONS OF VALIDITY A. Perturbative check
The derivation presented in Sec. II is very general, since it only relies on Gaussian initial conditions, the conservation of matter, the linear regime on large scales, and the scale-separation property (19) .
In particular, it also applies to most modified-gravity scenarios and multi-fluid systems. Then, it is interesting to follow in details how this property appears in an explicit perturbative treatment of the equations of motion, independently of the form of the interaction vertices, as long as they respect the conditions above. For our purpose, we only check the "squeezed" bispectrum relation (26) at lowest order of perturbation theory. Following the notations used in Refs. [4, 34] for the Λ-CDM cosmology and Refs. [35, 36] for modified-gravity scenarios, we write the equations of motion as
where we introduced the coordinate x = (k, η, i), where η = ln[a(t)] is the time coordinate, and i is the discrete index of the 2N -component vectorψ. Here, we consider N fluids, which are described by their continuity equations (28) and their Euler equations, and focusing on the growing-mode curl-free velocity component,ψ can be written as
. These (matter) fluids are subject to the usual Newtonian gravitational potential Φ N as well as to possible fifth-force potentials Φ (α) . This includes the case of f (R) theories and scalar field models, where using the quasi-static approximation we can write the additional scalar fields as functionals of the N (matter) density fields [35, 36] . Then, if the coupling constants are different or the matter fields interact in a different manner with the various scalar fields, the new potentials Φ (α) can be different for the N matter fields. The linear operator O contains the first-order time derivatives ∂/∂η and other linear terms. The vertices K s n are equal-time vertices (within this quasi-static approximation) of the form
In the standard Λ-CDM case, the gravitational potential is a linear functional of the density field, thanks to the Poisson equation, and the nonlinearities only come from the terms ∇ · [(1 + δ)v] and (v · ∇)v of the continuity and Euler equations. Then, the equations of motion are quadratic and the only nonzero vertices are
In the case of modified-gravity scenarios, or nonlinear fluid interactions, the potentials Φ (α) can be nonlinear functionals of the density field that contain terms of all orders and give rise to vertices γ s 2i;2i1−1,..,2in−1 . They correspond to source terms, which only depend on the density fields, in the Euler equations. Solving the equation of motion (34) in a perturbative manner, we write the expansioñ
and the first two terms read as
where ψ L is the linear growing mode and R L the linear response function (i.e., the retarded Green function),
The linear growing mode also satisfies
where there is no integration over time. As in Eq. (29), we also write the linear growing mode as
where rate and the response function may depend on wave number, depending on the form of the potentials Φ (α) . At lowest order, the density bispectrum B reads as
where "sym." stands for the symmetric term by 1 ↔ 2, and we use simplified notations. Taking the Gaussian average gives (47) where j = 2α − 1 is the component associated with the (α)-density. Next, in the large-scale limit k ′ → 0, we are dominated by the vertices γ of Eqs. (38)- (39), with γ
[We discuss the non-standard vertices below Eq.(51).] This yields
Using the property (31), we can factor the term
) out of the sum. HereD 2 is the common large-scale velocity growing mode andD 1 =D + is the common large-scale density growing mode. Then, the sum can be resummed at once from Eq.(44), using k 2 → k 1 in the limit k ′ → 0. This gives
Next, we can integrate over the time η ′ 1 [because of causality, in the equations above there was an implicit Heaviside term Θ(η ′ 1 < η 1 ), which arises from Eq. (43)], using the continuity equation which implies thatD 2 (η) = dD 1 (η)/dη. This yields
and using k 2 → −k 1 , 
This explicit derivation provides a general check of Eq.(26) at lowest order of perturbation theory. It explicitly shows that this result only relies on two ingredients: (a) the linear growth rates of the different fluids coincide in the large scale limit, as in (31) .
(b) the new vertices γ s associated with nonlinear interactions, that may arise for instance from modified-gravity scenarios (or models of baryonic physics) must be subdominant with respect to the standard vertices in the limit k ′ → 0 in Eq. (47) . The point (a) was already noticed in Sec. II C and follows from the requirement (19) . The point (b) is satisfied in usual f (R) theories and scalar-field models, including nonlinear screening mechanism as for dilaton and symmetron models, as can be seen from the expressions of the vertices γ s 2;1,1 given in [36] . This remains valid at the general level, for higher-order vertices and up to the highly nonlinear regime, and for n-point correlation functions, as discussed in Sec. III C below.
B. Validity requirements

Separation of scales and kinematic response
The derivation presented in Sec. II B only relies on the property (19) . If we assume this large-scale limit is correct, then the consistency relations (24) directly follow from the general property (8) and the expression (11), which merely expresses the conservation of matter. Then, since we have already assumed in Eq.(19) that we recover linear theory on large scales, Eq. (24) implies Eq. (25) .
Using Eq.(11), the critical property (19) can also be written in terms of the nonlinear density contrast as
Then, we do not need to introduce the displacement field and by substituting Eq.(52) into Eq. (10) we directly obtain Eqs. (23) and (24) . This is more general and consistency relations such as Eq. (24) hold for any system, beyond the cosmological context, where the derivative (52) takes the form of a simple multiplicative factor in the low-k limit. An obvious example is the case where the fieldδ(k), which is no longer interpreted as a density field, is a functional of the form
where the symmetric kernels E s n satisfy E s n (0, k 2 , .., k n ) = 0 for n ≥ 2.
In the cosmological case, the property (52) means that if we perturb the initial conditionδ L0 by a small perturbation ∆δ L0 that only modifies large-scale linear modes (i.e., ∆δ L0 (k ′ ) = 0 for k ′ > k c where the cutoff k c is far in the linear regime and much below the other wave numbers of interest), the nonlinear density contrast transforms, at linear order over ∆δ L0 , as
[The last line in Eq.(54) simply means that exp(x) = 1+x at linear order.] Then, in configuration space this yields
This corresponds to a uniform translation, as was clear from Eq. (19) , where the displacement field Ψ(q) is modified by a uniform (q-independent) amount. Thus, the critical assumption that gives rise to the consistency relations (25) is that, at leading order, a very large-scale perturbation of the initial conditions only leads to an almost uniform translation of small structures. This is an hypothesis of "scale separation": large scales do not strongly modify small-scale structures and only move them around. In fact, as noticed above, the hypothesis can be made more general as the leading order effect does not need to be a uniform shift, it could also be any uniform multiplicative factor. If this assumption is satisfied, then the details of the small scale structures are not important and the latter can be deep in the nonlinear regime, which is why the consistency relations (24) remain valid when the smaller-scale wavenumbers k i are in the nonlinear regime.
Derivation of the kinematic effect
In the standard cosmological case, the reason why the property (52), or equivalently (19) , is valid can be seen as follows (see also [26, 27] ). By definition of the functional derivative, an infinitesimal change of the initial condition ∆δ L0 leads to a change of the nonlinear displacement field given by
Therefore, to obtain the low-k ′ limit of the functional derivative we can look at a perturbation ∆δ L0 (k ′ ) that is restricted to k ′ < k c with k ′ c → 0. For instance, we can choose a Gaussian perturbation of size R → ∞ centered on a point q c at a large distance from point q (|q c − q| ≫ R). This limit also means that the distance |q c − q| is much greater than the scale associated with the transition to the linear regime, so that this localized perturbation always remains far away. Because we are perturbing the linear growing mode, by definition of the field δ L0 , the perturbation ∆δ L0 does not correspond to just adding a mass ∆M around q c . It also means that we are perturbing the initial velocity field v L0 by the precise amount that corresponds to the relation between velocity and density in the growing mode. In other words, we look at the impact of the change of linear growing mode
(because R → ∞ it is the large-scale limit D + (k ′ = 0, τ ) that appears). At the linear level, this means that the small-scale region around q is falling towards the distant large-scale mass ∆M centered on q c as in the growing mode regime. In particular, if the fields are everywhere linear, we have at once the relation (16) , which becomes exact, as well as the property (19) . Thus, what we must show is that even when the small-scale region around q is nonlinear, the impact of the distant mass M is still to attract the small region with the same acceleration as in the linear regime, and with negligible tidal effects. This is most easily seen from the equation of motion of the trajectories x(q, τ ) of the particles,
where H = d ln a/dτ is the conformal expansion rate and Φ and F are the Newtonian gravitational potential and force. When we add the perturbation ∆M , the trajectories are modified as x →x and the Newtonian force as F →F, and they follow Eq.(60) with a hat on each field. In a fashion similar to the method used for inflation consistency relations [26] , we can look for a simple solution of this perturbed equation of motion built from the unperturbed one x(q, τ ) by a simple transformation. In our case, we simply need to consider new trajectories x ′ defined by
q · ∆δ L0 is the perturbation to the linear displacement. Then, since the unperturbed trajectories obey Eq.(60), these auxiliary trajectories satisfy
In the second line, we used the relation F ′ (x ′ ) = F(x) because the uniform translation (61) only gives rise to the same translation of the Newtonian force, since F ∝ ∇ −1 ·δ. The last term follows from Eq.(60), which implies at linear order that the displacement field and the force obey
(64) Then, we note that the auxiliary trajectories x ′ (q, τ ) satisfy the same initial conditions as the perturbed trajectoriesx(q, τ ), since they coincide in the linear regime thanks to the construction (61). Moreover, they follow the same equations of motion if we can write ∆F
. This is valid in the limit R → ∞, because the far-away large-size region produces a Newtonian force ∆F that varies on scale R and can be approximated as a constant on the extent of the small-scale region q that we consider. Moreover, since we consider an infinitesimal perturbation ∆M , with power restricted to wave numbers k ′ → 0, the size-R region is deep in the linear regime and its gravitational potential is set by the Poisson equation with the linear density ∆δ L as a source term, whence ∆F ≃ ∆F L . Therefore, we conclude that x = x ′ and the effect of the large-size perturbation ∆M is to induce the uniform translation (61), which is set by the linear force ∆F L . This gives the property (16), whence the results (19) or (52), which directly lead to the consistency relations (24)- (25) .
To simplify the analysis above, we chose the perturbation ∆M to be located at a far-away distance q c . Since the result does not depend on q c , this is indeed legitimate, but one may wonder why this is the case. More precisely, one might think that the result could be different if the perturbation ∆M overlaps with the small-scale region q. (As in the case of halo bias [37] , one could imagine that adding a uniform overdense background accelerates the collapse and even makes qualitative changes to the density field.) This is not the case, at leading order in the limit R → ∞, because the dominant effect is the purely kinematic transformation (56). Indeed, the large-scale perturbation gives rise to coupled perturbations {∆δ L0 , ∆Ψ L0 , ∆v L0 , ∆Φ L0 , ∆F L0 }, which by definition are related as in the linear growing mode. Then, from the Poisson equation and the continuity and Euler equations, we have the scalings
Thus, at constant force ∆F L0 and velocity ∆v L0 , the perturbation to the density scales as ∆δ L0 ∼ R −1 |∆F L0 |, which vanishes in the large-scale limit R → ∞. Therefore, in the low-k ′ limit, a perturbation ∆δ L0 (k ′ ) corresponds to adding a uniform force field, to which the system reacts by uniform velocity and displacement fields, while the initial density in the small region of interest is not perturbed [and it is merely transported by this uniform flow at t > 0]. Therefore, at leading order for k ′ → 0, we only have the purely kinematic effect (56).
Of course, at higher orders over k ′ , the small-scale density field is sensitive to the large-scale overdensity, as in the peak-background split argument used to analyze halo bias [38] , and its structure is modified. If the kinematic effect is not present, as in non-cosmological systems such as (53) where there is no velocity field andδ is some functional ofδ L0 , the effect of a large-scale perturbation is usually not uniform and we no longer have consistency relations of the form (24) , where the correlation between one soft mode k ′ and n hard modes k i factors as a product of one soft-mode power spectrum and a hard mode n-correlation. A simple example is the functional δ(x) = δ L0 (x) + δ L0 (x) 2 .
Conditions of validity and equivalence principle
The derivation above might seem a bit superfluous, as the result may look obvious. However, it helps to explicitly show which ingredients are required to obtain the consistency relations. In particular, it is clear that the argument does not depend on the structure of the small nonlinear object at q. It can be in the highly nonlinear regime where complex baryon astrophysical processes (e.g., star formation) are taking place. Thus, the consistency relations (24)- (25) hold even when the hard wave numbers k i are in the highly nonlinear regime and we take into account shell crossing and astrophysical processes (star formation, outflows,...).
Moreover, we did not use the Poisson equation and we did not need to specify the potential Φ. Therefore, the consistency relations remain valid when we include (speculative) other long-range forces than the standard Newtonian (more precisely, General Relativity) gravity. The only requirement is that a weak form of the equivalence principle remains valid on large scales.
In the standard case, going back to Newton's equation, m Iẍ = −m G ∇Φ N , where m I and m G are the inertial and gravitational masses and Φ N is Newton's potential, the requirement that the distant large-scale structure leads to the same displacement for all particles means that the inertial and gravitational masses are equal. Thus, in the standard framework, the consistency relations follow from the equivalence principle, in agreement with the analysis in [26] . In particular, for the multi-fluid case discussed in Sec. II C, we explicitly recover the condition (31) of identical large-scale linear growth rates. Indeed, this is the condition to have a unique coordinate transformation (61).
On the other hand, we check that only the large scale limitsD (α) (τ ) need to coincide and that the growth rates D (α) (k, τ ) can be different for k = 0. This also means that the equivalence principle can be violated on small scales, associated with the hard wave numbers k i in Eq. (25) , and the consistency relations still be valid. It is sufficient that the equivalence principle applies in the large-scale limit, that is, for k ′ → 0 or R → ∞, where R is the size of the distant perturbation ∆M . An example would be modified-gravity scenarios associated with a new scalar field that mediates a fifth-force. At the linear level, this gives rise to modified Newton's constants However, if they coincide at low k [typical models have ǫ(k) ∝ k 2 , which vanishes at k → 0, as discussed in Sec. III C below and in Eq.(70], the consistency relations remain valid although the different fluids behave in a different fashion on small scales. We discuss in more details these scenario in Sec. III C below.
It is interesting to note that the consistency relations remain valid at an even more general level, where the equivalence principle can be violated on all scales. Thus, let us consider the following toy model, made of different particle species (α) that obey the equations of motion
where 
Choosing for instance forD + the usual solution associated with the coefficients β (α) = 0, ǫ (α) = 1, we can see that for any set of functions ǫ (α) (τ ) we can find functions β (α) (τ ) so that Eq.(66) is satisfied. For such a choice, we obtain a toy-model that violates the equivalence principle on all scales, but where the consistency relations (24)-(25) remain valid.
The reason for this is that the demonstration of Sec. III B 2 involves a dynamic argument and not a static consideration. More precisely, as emphasized in Sec. III B 2, to derive the consistency relations we need the response of a small-scale objects to a large-scale perturbation of the linear growing mode (i.e., the initial conditions). This is not the same thing as adding a large mass ∆M far away, because we must modify the density and velocity fields in a coupled manner (as dictated by the constraint that we remain within the space of initial conditions spanned by linear growing modes). In the toy model (65), this means that when we add the distant mass ∆M , which gives rise to different "gravitational" forces ǫ (α) ∇Φ N on the different particle species, we are also adding different velocities to these particles. Then, for a suitable choice of the functions β (α) and ǫ (α) the trajectories coincide at the linear level. This is sufficient to obtain the consistency relations.
We do not mean here that the toy model (65) is relevant for cosmology. However, it clarifies the ingredients that underlie the consistency relations and it shows that they do not require the equivalence principle in a strict sense. They only require a very weak form of separation of scales: a large-scale perturbation to the initial growing mode must have the same "multiplicative" effect on all particles in a small-scale structure, independently of the particle species and features of the nonlinear structure. In our case, the Fourier-space "multiplicative" effect (52) is a translation (56) in configuration space, but in more general systems there could also be a uniform amplification. Moreover, as emphasized above, the restriction to the linear growing mode is an important point because it means that a generic large-scale perturbation does not need to satisfy this separation of scales. We only require this to be the case for the subset of linear growing mode perturbations.
C. Modified-gravity scenarios
Let us briefly consider the case of modified-gravity models, such as f (R) theories or scalar field models. To simplify the analysis we focus on a single matter fluid (we have already seen the general conditions for multi-fluid cases above), which feels the usual Newtonian gravitational potential Φ N and an additional fifth-force potential Φ A . For scalar-tensor theories, which involve a new field ϕ that couples to matter particles through a conformal rescaling of the Jordan-frame metric [36, [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] , g µν = A 2 (ϕ)g µν , this potential reads as
while the scalar field obeys the Klein-Gordon equation
where V (ϕ) is the scalar-field potential. Here we used the quasi-static approximation (as well as the non-relativistic limit). In the weak field limit, we can linearize Eq.(68) around the background, ϕ =φ + δϕ, and we obtain weak field:
where c 2 m 2 = d 2 V /dφ 2 and we consider models where A ≃ 1 + βϕ/M Pl with βϕ/M Pl ≪ 1. Thus, the total potentialΦ =Φ N +Φ A is amplified with respect to the Newtonian potential by a factor 1 + ǫ with
In very dense objects, a screening mechanism takes place [40] , due to the nonlinearities of the Klein-Gordon equation (68). As we take ρ → ∞, at fixed scale R, the left hand side becomes negligible with respect to each term in the right hand side and the field ϕ in the objects settles down to the solution of dV /dϕ + ρdA/dϕ = 0 [e.g., for V = V 0 e −ϕ/MP l we have ϕ ∼ ln(βρ/V 0 )]:
(71) Then, gradients of the scalar field ϕ and of the potential Φ A are negligible and the fifth force vanishes, so that we recover the usual Newtonian gravity.
As noticed in [44] , the screening mechanism also means that a very dense object, which is screened, and a moderate density object, which is in the weak-field regime (69), do not feel the same fifth-force from a given distant object. Indeed, let us consider a small isolated dense object at a position x. Its density profile gives rise to a specific ϕ-profile set by Eq.(69) and at equilibrium the gravitational potential and the fifth force are balanced by internal pressure (gas) or velocity dispersion (dark matter). Next, let us add a second object of mass M at a distant position x ′ . The Newtonian potential due to this distant mass is proportional to the mass M and does not depend on the structure of the small object at x, because the inertial and gravitational masses are identical, and the small object falls towards the mass M at the same speed independently of its structure, in agreement with the equivalence principle.
However, this property is not satisfied by the fifth force. Indeed, the fifth force due to the distant mass M acts on the small object at x through the local gradients of the potential Φ A at x, whence, through the local gradients of the scalar field ϕ. In the weak-field regime (69), the fifth force is proportional to the gravitational force, with a factor ǫ that depends on the distance to the mass M (k ∼ 1/|x ′ − x|), and does not depend on the small object structure. This is due to the linear approximation: solutions to the Klein-Gordon equation and to the potential simply add up. In contrast, in the strong field regime (71), the field ϕ is pinned down to the solution ϕ c , with a very high curvature of the effective potential V + ρA, and adding a distant mass only gives rise to a small deviation of the local value of ϕ. Then, the fifth force due to the distant object is negligible. Therefore, moderate-density and high-density objects do not respond in the same way to the distant mass M , which corresponds to a violation of the equivalence principle [44] .
This behavior may seem to rule out the ingredient (19) , that is, the response of the local object to a large-scale perturbation should not be universal as in Eq.(19) (the response of the local displacement field is expected to depend on the nonlinear structure of the small object) and the consistency relation (24) should no longer be valid. This also seems to contradict the explicit check of the bispectrum relation presented in Sec. III A at lowest order of perturbation theory, which we have seen to remain valid for these modified gravity models (through the explicit expression of the vertices γ s 2;1,1 generated by these models).
The solution to this apparent paradox can be seen in Eq.(70). To derive the consistency relations we need the response of a small possibly nonlinear object to a large-scale perturbation of the initial condition, of size R → ∞. Then, Eq. (70) shows that for k ∼ 1/R → 0, in the weak-field regime for the small object, the fifth force vanishes as k 2 as compared with the Newtonian gravity. This is because Newtonian gravity is a long range force, withΦ N ∼δ/k 2 , whereas the fifth force is a relatively "short-range" force mediated by the scalar field ϕ, with a characteristic length ∼ 1/m (realistic models take 1/m 1Mpc/h because of observational constraints from the Solar System). This remains true when the small object is in the strong field regime (where the screening mechanism makes it insensitive to external fluctuations anyway) as the short-range nature of the fifth force does not depend on the structure of the objects. Therefore, the fifth-force is subdominant with respect to Newtonian gravity at leading order in 1/k and it does not contribute to the response (19) of the small object to a large-scale distant mass.
Going back to the explicit perturbative check presented in Sec. III A, this feature explicitly appears as we go from Eq.(47) to Eq.(48), where we assume that the new nonlinear vertices generated by the fifth-force potential are subdominant with respect to the usual vertices γ s 1;2,1 and γ s 2;2,2 . As seen from the explicit expressions given by Eqs.(78)-(79) in Ref. [36] , this is true because the vertices are rational functions with denominators of the form 1/(k 2 + a 2 m 2 ) that remain finite as k → 0. This is the same denominator as in Eq.(70) and again it is due to the small-range character of the fifth force. The same result holds for the f (R) theories, for the same short-range reason, as can be checked in the explicit expression of the low-order vertices given by Eqs.(75)-(76) in Ref. [36] . Therefore, the consistency relation (24) remains valid in these modified-gravity scenarios.
If the mass m vanishes and the new vertices γ s show divergences of the form 1/k or stronger, then the fifth force is no longer subdominant and the consistency relations no longer apply. However, such a behavior does not correspond to the modified-gravity models described above and it would give a significant departure from General Relativity on very large scales. Moreover, because Solar Systems constraints leads to 1/m 1Mpc/h, we can see that on large scales where the consistency relations are relevant (for the soft mode limit k ′ → 0 to apply), we are indeed in the regime k ′2 ≪ a 2 m 2 and the fifth force is subdominant.
Therefore, in contrast with what could have been expected, usual modified-gravity scenarios do not lead to a violation of the consistency relations (24) , because the latter do not rely on the equivalence principle in a strict sense. They only require that long-range forces satisfy the equivalence principle in the large-scale limit, or that the equations of motion satisfy some precise (unrealistic) balance as in the toy model (65), to ensure that the departure from the equivalence principle up to the largest scales cancels out for fluctuations that take the form of the linear growing mode.
D. Galilean invariance
Inequivalence with Galilean invariance
Because the effect of a long-wavelength perturbation is to move the small-scale structures as in Eq.(56), the net effect on equal-time density correlations vanishes, as can be checked in the consistency relation (24), using
[This would not have been the case if the impact of a long-wavelength perturbation had been a uniform amplification, as in the toy model (53).]
The same cancellation for equal-time statistics appears in perturbation theory computations of the density correlations [45, 46] . This cancels the infrared divergent contributions from different diagrams that appear if the initial power spectrum has significant power on large scales (i.e., the variance of the initial velocity is infinite). In this context, this property is somewhat loosely refered to as "Galilean invariance", by which it is meant that small scales are only transported without deformation by longwavelength modes. This terminology refers to the usual case (in the laboratory or in a static Universe) where the Euler equation reads as ∂ t v + (v · ∇)v = −∇Φ N , which is invariant through a uniform velocity change v → v + v 0 . Thus, in physical coordinates (r, u, t), the equations of motion (in the single-stream approximation) write as
This system is invariant through the "extended Galilean transformation" (EGT), where we look at the system in a new frame, denoted with a prime, that is translated from the first one by a uniform time-dependent vector n(t),
Then, we can check that the new fields {ρ ′ , u ′ , Φ ′ tot N } satisfy the same equations of motion (72)-(74), provided the gravitational field transforms as
The usual Galilean transformation (GT) is the case n(t) = x 0 + v 0 t, with a constant velocity v 0 , so thatn = 0 and Φ tot N is transported without new contribution, as the density field. These symmetries are due to the Galilean invariance of the Lagrangian derivative ∂ t + u · ∇ r . Changing variable to comoving coordinates, with x = r/a(t), v = u − Hr, ρ =ρ(1 + δ), τ = dt/a, where H =ȧ/a is the Hubble expansion rate andρ = −3Hρ, we obtain
where H = a ′ /a is the conformal expansion rate (we denote time derivatives with respect to τ with a prime), and
[It is only for the Einstein-de Sitter Universe Ω m = 1 that the we can go from the first to second (exact) equality in Eq.(79). This is a limitation of the Newtonian approach that starts from Eqs. (72)- (74) and the last expression requires the use of General Relativity for a rigorous derivation.] Then, the invariance through the EGT of the original system (72)- (74) is expressed in the new system (77)-(79) as
where we made the redefintion n → an. Because of the term Hv in the comoving Euler equation (78), the standard GT in physical coordinates leads to an EGT in the comoving system, so that we do not need to single out the case n ′′ = 0. In any case, this invariance shows that uniform time-dependent displacements of the system generate new solutions (with an appropriate change of the gravitational potential by a linear term over x ′ ). As pointed out by Ref. [26] , the transformation (80)-(81) with the specific case n(τ ) = n 0 τ is not the reason for the consistency relations (24)- (25) . Indeed, as these authors note, the transformation (80)-(81) with n ′′ = 0 does not have the form of a perturbation to the growing mode. The perturbation that is relevant implies both a change of the velocity field and of the gravitational potential, with a time-dependent uniform displacement that is proportional to the linear growing modeD + (t), see Eqs.(58)-(59). In other words, the consistency relations rely on the invariance of the small-scale structure (at leading order over k ′ ) as it falls towards a distant large-scale mass ∆M , with its displacement and velocity coupled as in the linear growing mode, rather than a pure constant velocity boost In particular, the standard Galilean Invariance (GI) in this case corresponds to a displacement such that n ′′ + Hn ′ = 0 (which recovers the standard constant-velocity transformation when H = 0), where we move the system without modifying the density field at any place, whereas the consistency relations involve a coupled modification of the density and velocity fields.
On the other hand, the fact that the standard GI comes along with the extended Galilean Invariance (EGI), as n(τ ) can be an arbitrary function of time in the transformation (80)-(81), blurs somewhat the matter because it usually means that when we have GI with n ′′ = 0 we also have EGI with n(τ ) ∝D + (τ ), and the consistency relations are also usually valid. However, this is rather misleading and the EGI is actually decoupled from the validity of the consistency relations.
A simple counter-example, where GI is violated but the consistency relations are still valid, is provided by the toy model (65). Through the transformation (80)- (81), we find that the equation of motion of the fluid (α) keeps the same form if the gravitational potential transforms as
This is only possible when the right hand side does not depend on (α), that is, when n(τ ) ∝D + (τ ) whereD + satisfies the conditions (66). Thus, in this toy model, the standard GI is not satisfied and the EGI is satisfied by a single time-dependent function n(τ ) (up to a proportionality factor), which is sufficient to yield the consistency relations. Reversely, it is possible to have Extended Galilean Invariance without the consistency relations. For instance, let us introduce an additional fifth-force long-range potential Ξ in the modified Euler equation
where α is a parameter. The potential Ξ is proportional to the square of the gravitational potential, Ξ ∝ Φ 2 N , but it is more convenient to keep the distinction between both potentials. Then, the EGI is still satisfied, with the transformations (80)- (81) 
Then, going through the check of the bispectrum consistency relation at lowest order of perturbation theory, described in Sec. III A, we find that the new vertex γ s 2;1,1 (−k ′ , −k 2 ) can no longer be neglected as k ′ → 0, because it diverges as 1/k ′2 whereas the standard vertices γ s 1;2,1 and γ s 2;2,2 only diverge as 1/k ′ . Therefore, the consistency relations (24)- (25) no longer apply. We can easily see where the demonstration presented in Sec. III B 2 breaks down. The force associated with the potential Ξ reads as
Then, the perturbation to the fifth force due to a distant large-scale perturbation ∆M reads at linear order as
where we used ∇Φ N ∼ Φ N /r and ∇(∆Φ N ) ∼ ∆Φ N /R, where r and R are the size of the small object and of the distant large-scale perturbation, with r ≪ R. Thus, the distant large-scale mass ∆M no longer generates an almost constant force ∆F over the extent of the small object, because the slowly varying factor (∆Φ N ) is modulated by the fast varying factor ∇Φ N . Therefore, we can no longer make the approximation
. (63) to prove that the auxiliary trajectories (61) are solutions of the perturbed equations of motion (at lowest order over k ′ ). The toy model (83) is an explicit example of the violation of the equivalence principle, in the sense that the force −∇Ξ due to a distant mass depends on the local structure of the small object, even when r ≪ R, and of the consistency relation, while the Extended Galilean Invariance is still preserved. The difference with the modified-gravity models discussed in Sec. III C is that the new force −∇Ξ is truly long range [i.e., m = 0 in terms of the parameter introduced in Eq.(70) and vertices shows divergences of the form 1/k 2 instead of 1/(k 2 + a 2 m 2 )] and violations of the equivalence principle do not vanish in the large-scale limit.
This shows that at a conceptual level one must distinguish between Galilean Invariance and the validity of the consistency relations, as noticed in previous works [26, 29, 30] . We also note that zero-mode symmetry arguments (i.e., that rely on k = 0 or uniform transformations) as well as linearized procedures must be used with caution, as they can miss nonlinear behaviors as in the model (83).
Moving frames
Even though we have seen that it is not possible to derive the consistency relations from Galilean invariance alone, there is a close relationship between Galilean invariance and the precise form of the consistency relations, because they both are related to the Lagrangian derivative ∂ τ + v · ∇, which gives rise to the factor k ′ /k ′2 in Eqs. (19) and (52). On the other hand, one can wonder whether the Extended Galilean Invariance (80)-(81) alone can be used to obtain some constraints on the density correlations.
As recalled in Sec. III A, in analytical studies of the dynamics of large-scale structures, we usually work with the density contrast δ and the velocity divergence θ = ∇ · v, because gravity does not source vorticity (in the single-stream regime) and the growing mode is a curlfree flow that remains curl free at all perturbative orders (until we take into account nonperturbative shell-crossing effects).
However, it is clear that we cannot handle the Galilean Transformation (80)-(81) in this framework, because the transformation of the velocity is lost when we only look at the divergence θ. Indeed, when we work with the fields (δ, θ), we have actually already taken full advantage of the EGI and we have already chosen to work in the frame where the mean initial peculiar velocity is zero (and it remains so afterwards by conservation of momentum). Therefore, it is not possible to perform a second time a Galilean Transformation on the fields (δ, θ) and we must go back to the density and velocity fields. Because the velocity is curl-free, it is convenient to introduce the velocity potential χ, with v = ∇ · χ, and the equations of motion read as
where the gravitational potential is still given by the last expression in (79) (here we focus on the standard cosmological scenario with only the dark matter fluid).
In the usual (δ, θ) framework [4, 34] , we write the generating functional Z (0) [j] of the density correlation functions as
] is the functional that affects the nonlinear density contrast δ(x, τ ) to each initial condition δ L0 . Here and in the following, the superscript (0) denotes that we consider the density and velocity fields that are uniquely defined by the initial density contrast D + (τ I )δ L0 (k), at the initial time τ I , by setting the mean velocity to zero. As explained above, this is the implicit choice when we work as usual with the density contrast δ and velocity divergence θ alone. It is convenient to introduce the nonlinear density and velocity divergence (δ (0) , θ (0) ) through the a Dirac factor that imposes both the equation of motion (34) and the initial conditions. This gives [4, 31] 
where we did not write the source term e 
] is unity, thanks to causality and symmetry. The term M I · δ L0 sets the initial conditions at time τ I , with a factor δ D (τ − τ I ), so that the integration is over all fields δ (0) and θ (0) that are zero at earlier times. Next, we can change variable from (δ (0) , θ (0) ) to (δ, χ, Φ N ). In terms of the fields (δ, χ, Φ N ), the EGT (80)-(81) means that we have
where χ (0) and Φ
N are uniquely defined by (
. that vanish at infinity (we can think of localized density and velocity fluctuations in a finite region of space). The function n(τ ) is an arbitrary function of time that is an additional degree of freedom that is not specified by the initial condition δ L0 , which only sets the density contrast and velocity divergence at the initial time. Then, the generating functional Z associated with the field ψ = (δ, χ, Φ N ) writes as
where L n [ψ (0) ] is the affine operator, which depends on n(τ ), that affects to ψ (0) = (δ (0) , −θ (0) /ȧ) the triplet ψ = (δ, χ, Φ N ), according to Eqs.(92)-(94). Here, P(n) is the arbitrary probability distribution of the function n(τ ). The action S[ψ] that we can derive from the generating functional (95) is invariant through the EGT, which corresponds to a change of the function n(τ ), except for the part that comes from P(n). Then, for a given choice of this distribution P(n), which breaks the EGI, it is possible to derive identities between zero-mode (i.e., with at least one wave number k = 0) correlations. However, it is clear that this is only a complex way to write that the functional Z comes from the gauge-fixed functional Z (0) , with some choice of P(n), but that it does not tell us anything more about the properties of the fields (δ (0) , θ (0) ). For the specific purpose of the consistency relations, the simplest way to convince oneself of this point is to recall that it is possible to have Galilean invariance and a violation of the consistency relations (24)-(25), as we explicitly showed with the toy model (83). However, on a more general level, the EGI alone does not provide much information on density correlations as it is restricted to zero-mode vertices. Therefore, we do not pursue here to derive the Slavnov-Taylor identities satisfied by the generating functional Z of Eq.(95). In the context of turbulence, similar conclusions based on physical arguments and on the computation of these Slavnov-Taylor identities are presented in [47, 48] , where it is found that Extended Galilean invariance does not constrain fluctuations with respect to the mean flow and only constrains zero modes of the vertices.
IV. CONCLUSION
We have described in this paper how general exact relations between correlation and response functions for systems defined by Gaussian initial conditions (or parameters) give rise to kinematic consistency relations, where the (ℓ + n) correlation between ℓ soft modes and n hard modes can be factorized in terms of the correlation of the hard modes alone (with prefactors that involve the Gaussian power spectrum of the soft modes), provided the system verifies a weak form of scale separation. We have also shown how these relations extend to multi-fluid systems.
These kinematic consistency relations (usually with a single soft mode or in the single-fluid case) have already been derived in previous works, using the formalism developed for studies of the inflation era or a Newtonian approach. Here, we have presented a simple non-relativistic derivation, which follows from the usual equations of motion that describe the formation of large-scale structures, and applies to arbitrary numbers of soft wave numbers and fluid components. This explicit derivation allows us to identify the key ingredients that underlie these consistency relations and to clarify some confusing statements in some previous works.
We describe how the scale-separation property that gives rise to these consistency relations is not equivalent to the Galilean invariance of the equations of motion nor to the equivalence principle. Explicit examples show how both of these properties can be violated while the consistency relations remain valid. On the other hand, the Galilean invariance can be satisfied and the consistency relations violated. These relations rely on a weak property of scale separation: large scale fluctuations (in the linear growing mode) must have a uniform impact on small-scale objects, which takes the form of a multiplicative factor. In our case, this Fourier-space multiplicative factor corresponds to a configuration-space displacement, and long wavelength modes merely transport small-scale structures without disturbing them. In general, there could also be a uniform amplification.
Two points make this property even more general than it may seem at first sight. First, the large scale limit means that most modified-gravity models respect these consistency relations because they converge to General Relativity on large scales. This means that small nonlinear structures, whether they are screened by nonlinear local mechanisms as in chameleon models or not, do not feel the effect of a fifth force produced by a very largescale density fluctuation, because it vanishes in any case. Therefore, these kinematic consistency relations remain valid in most modified-gravity models, even though they violate the equivalence principle on small scales. Second, because the consistency relations involve the effect from a large scale fluctuation of the linear growing mode, which is only a subset of all possible large-scale fluctuations as it implies a specific relation between density and velocity fields, it is possible to have systems where large scale fluctuations generically do not have a uniform impact on small scales except when these large scale fluctuations follow the linear growing mode pattern. In particular, it is possible to build models, such as Eq. (66), where Galilean invariance does not hold and the equivalence principle is violated at all scales, but where the consistency relations still apply. Of course, these are rather academic toy models, but they show that at a conceptual level consistency relations can be distinguished from the equivalence principle and the Galilean invariance.
These examples and our derivation show that these kinematic consistency relations hold in a wide variety of scenarios. On a theoretical level, a very important advantage of these relations is that they do not depend on the details of small-scale physics and they remain valid whatever small-scale nonperturbative processes take place, such as shell crossing of dark matter trajectories or complex astrophysical processes like star formation and outflows due to supernovae. Thus, a detection of a violation of these relations would signal either non-Gaussian initial conditions, significant decaying mode contributions, or a modification of gravity that does not converge to General Relativity on large scales (more generally, long range forces that do not satisfy the above scale-separation property in the large scale limit).
For different-time statistics, the kinematic consistency relations have a specific form that comes from the transport of small-scale structures by the long wavelength modes between these different times. However, in practice it will be very difficult to observe different-time correlations and it is unlikely that this method is the most efficient tool to constrain non-standard scenarios. For equaltime statistics, the consistency relations vanish, which means that the correlations between the ℓ soft modes and the n hard modes do not show the [P L0 (k ′ )/k ′ ] ℓ tail (of course, the exact correlations do not vanish, they show lower order contributions over k ′ ). Then, from an observational point of view, non-standard scenarios (which do not converge to General Relativity on large scales) or significant primordial non-Gaussianities could better be detected through a possible nonzero [P L0 (k ′ )/k ′ ] ℓ tail (or even stronger) of equal-time statistics. However, this may not be the most efficient probe of such scenarios (which may show even stronger departures from the Λ-CDM cosmology on small nonlinear scales), especially since observations already show that large scales should not deviate too much from the "concordance" Λ-CDM model.
